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Introduction
I began recommending Christian books to students decades
ago for the purpose of helping them know about some of the
better resources available to them. Many of the books were
about Bible study, theology, discipleship, Church history and
apologetics. The response was almost always positive, so I
decided to review books online to help even more students
know about books that would both inform and challenge. Most
of the books I review are new or of recent origin.

Book Review Volume VI is the sixth in a series about books on
the primary subject of “Apologetics” on
FaithandSelfDefense.com. Another series you may find helpful
is A Reading Plan For Christian Apologists, also on
FaithandSelfDefense.com.

Our hope is that you will find books you can add to your
Christian library — books that will become your friends and
allies as you grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord
Jesus Christ.
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A History of Western Philosophy From the Pre-Socratics to
Postmodernism by C. Stephen Evans (IVP Academics, 2018) is an
excellent introductory textbook for serious Christian apologists. I say
serious because the book covers more than 2,500 years of philosophy
in only 600 pages.
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The author wrote that it took him seven years to write this book and it
may take you many days or even weeks to read and absorb the
information presented. However, I believe your time reading A History
of Western Philosophy will be repaid in gaining a deeper
understanding the world of Ancient Greece and Rome and why people
believed what they believed during the early years of the Christian
church, along with

what people believe today in many parts of our

world.
C. Stephen Evans is University Professor of Philosophy and the
Humanities at Baylor University. Evans also taught philosophy at
Calvin College, St. Olaf College, and Wheaton College. Evans’
previous books include Philosophy of Religion (2009),

Kierkegaard:

An Introduction (2009), Natural Signs and Knowledge of God: A New
Look at Theistic Arguments (2012), God and Moral Obligation (2014),
and Why Christian Faith Still Makes Sense (2015).
Evans does a good job at the beginning of the book answering the
question “what is ‘western’ philosophy.” He also looks at questions
about the nature of philosophy and the history of philosophy.
“Philosophy is a quest for wisdom, and wisdom is, at least in part,
practical. A wise person would be a person who understands what it
is to be a human being and how human life should be lived. That in
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turn requires an understanding of the world in which humans live.
The person who is looking for the right things can see these
concerns as present in the whole history of Western philosophy, but
it is easier to do if one’s conception of philosophy is shaped by the
early Greeks, in whom the quest for wisdom as including an
understanding of the good life stands out so vividly.” p 5
Evans points out in his introduction about philosophy that it’s important
to know he is a Christian believer.
“Part of my interest in philosophy stems from a conviction that
philosophy is a valuable tool for a Christian who wants a deeper
understanding of his or her faith, and who wants a deeper
understanding of the Western world that has been partly shaped by
philosophy. The history of Western philosophy is particularly
interesting for a Christian because that history often intersects with
the history of theology and the history of various religions, especially
the three Abrahamic faiths: Christianity, Judaism, and Islam.” p 10
This list of contents from A History of Western Philosophy is a good
way to see how Dr. Evans covered the topic. I highly recommend Dr.
Evans’ new book to every Christian apologist.
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Contents
Acknowledgments
1. Introduction to the Project
2. The Beginnings of Western Philosophy: The Pre-Socratics
3. Socrates and the Sophists
4. Plato
5. Aristotle
6. Philosophy in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods: Epicureanism,
Stoicism, Skepticism, and Neoplatonism
7. Early Christian Thought Through Augustine
8. Early Medieval Philosophy
9. The High Middle Ages (I): Thomas Aquinas
10. The High Middle Ages (II): Bonaventure, Scotus, Ockham
11. Philosophy Between the Medieval and Modern Periods
12. Descartes and the Beginning of Modern Philosophy
13. Continental Rationalism: Spinoza and Leibniz
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21. Søren Kierkegaard
22. John Stuart Mill and Nineteenth-Century Positivism
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24. Conclusions: Some Lessons from the History of Western
Philosophy
General Index
Scripture Index

Publisher’s Notes
“Plato. Aristotle. Augustine. Hume. Kant. Hegel.
These names and the philosophies associated with them ring
through the minds of every student and scholar of philosophy. And
in their search for knowledge, every student of philosophy needs to
know the history of the philosophical discourse such giants have
bequeathed us.
Noted philosopher C. Stephen Evans brings his expertise to this
daunting task as he surveys the history of Western philosophy, from
the Pre-Socratics to Nietzsche and postmodernism—and every
major figure and movement in between.”
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Reviews
“Few textbook writers have a long and distinguished record of firstrank scholarship, but this one does. Even fewer have been able to
write successfully for disciplinary specialists, interested intellectuals,
and first-time inquirers, but this one has. Almost none of these can
offer the fruit of a lifetime’s reflection on philosophy from an
informed and discerning Christian viewpoint, but this one can. Steve
Evans’s new survey is a rare gift, as he himself is, and I trust this
book will gain the wide reading it deserves.” John G. Stackhouse Jr.,
Samuel J. Mikolaski professor of religious studies, Crandall
University, Moncton, Canada
“We have here an overview of western philosophy from the preSocratic philosophers of ancient Greece to the twentieth century. It
offers a summary of the basic teachings of the major thinkers we
have come to call philosophers that is comprehensive, succinct,
lucid, and evenhanded. In addition there are occasional reflections
on the significance of the material for Christian thought. Combined
with the appropriate primary source readings, this volume will be a
very useful textbook for a variety of college level courses.” Merold
Westphal, distinguished professor of philosophy emeritus, Fordham
University
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“When a world-class Christian philosopher writes on the history of
Western philosophy, one can expect a first-rate work that illuminates
and enriches—and that is just what we find here. Evans’s book
effectively distills key philosophical figures and their ideas,
considering both their historical context and their lasting influence.
What we have in this volume is a marvelous resource that engages
key thinkers and philosophical concepts judiciously, insightfully, and
Christianly.” Paul Copan, the Pledger Family Chair of Philosophy
and Ethics, Palm Beach Atlantic University, author of A Little Book
for New Philosophers
“Evans’s A History of Western Philosophy is a superb instance of its
kind, skillfully combining breadth of coverage with insightful
philosophical analysis of the ideas and arguments covered. It is
accessible enough to be helpful to those who are new to philosophy,
yet comprehensive and accurate enough to offer something to
graduate students and professors. This book would be especially
suitable as the sole secondary text assigned in an introductory
philosophy course or in more advanced undergraduate courses in
the history of philosophy. It would also be a great resource for clergy
and laypeople who are interested in philosophical thought.” Michael
Rota, associate professor of philosophy, University of St. Thomas
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“C. Stephen Evans has performed a tremendous service for
Christian philosophers, especially those new to the field. A History of
Western Philosophy is an excellent single-volume history of the
progress of western philosophical thought. Dr. Evans hits all the
major players, concentrating on the essentials of each philosopher’s
contribution to the ongoing discussion. His style is clear, lucid, and
accessible for the novice while also presenting insightful evaluations
for those who are advanced. It is a superb work that should be on
the shelf of every thoughtful Christian.” Mark W. Foreman, professor
of philosophy and religion, Liberty University
A History of Western Philosophy From the Pre-Socratics to
Postmodernism (IVP Academics, 2018, 600 pages)
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What is a ‘cultural progressive’? Is that a good thing? What
motivates them to be who they are and do what they do?
Those are some of the questions professors George Yancey
and David Williamson answer in their book, What Motivates
Cultural Progressives? Understanding Opposition to the
Political and Christian Right (Baylor University Press, 2012).
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The authors were professors of Sociology at North Texas
University when they wrote this book. Even though it was
published eight years ago, the information and observations
about cultural progressives are still helpful to us today.

In fact, one of the reasons I enjoyed reading the book is that it
was written eight years ago .. before so much of the cultural
and political noise that often drowns out logical and civil
discussion today.

Depending on your age you may remember the culture battles
in the United States during the last half of the 20th century.
They began soon after the end of World War II. That’s when I
was born, which gave me a front-row seat to what would lead
to what we now experience in the 21st century. Much has
happened in our country in the last 70+ years because of
what the authors call a culture ‘war’.
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One of the primary aspects of any culture ‘war’ is the
perception of injustice. Here’s how the authors explained it:
“Just as the perception of injustice, more than actual injustice,
is important to set up the norms to establish a group, the
perceived reality of the group members, rather than their
actual reality, is more important to develop the ideology
necessary to maintain the social movement and to keep the
members of the movement hopeful in obtaining their desired
goals … Emergent norms are important factors in the creation
of social movements formed to deal with a perceived
injustice.”
The authors’ point is that once those norms are established,
they take on a life of their own, “regardless of any attempt to
rationally understand the social reality the members of the
group face” (p 34). Might that help explain why people in our
country are struggling to be heard today?
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The Christian Right
It’s important to remember the purpose of a book with the
sub-title Understanding Opposition to the Political and
Christian Right. The professors used sampling data for their
book from surveys with a variety of national groups known for
progressive positions. They also subscribed to a variety of
different news and electronic letters and monitored them for
up to a year to understand the perspective of progressives
about the Christian Right. Their findings eight years ago may
help us understand how progressives view conservative
Christians today.

Here are some of the words progressives used to define and
describe conservative Christians:

•

evil

•

stupid

•

ignorant

•

against science

•

politically harmful

•

intolerant
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•

bigoted

•

crazy

•

immoral

•

extremist

•

religious extremist

•

hypocrite

•

trying to take over

•

violent

•

backward

•

claim victimhood

•

proselytizers
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Do you see any words in the list above that progressives
continue to use to describe conservative Christians eight
years after the initial survey? They should all be familiar to us.
Will that change? The authors responded this way:

“For cultural progressive activists, losing the culture war is
unthinkable. Story lines about theocracy and returning to
Dark Ages have developed within this social movement and
serve to create sufficient fear to motivate the members of
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the movement into action … there is little reason to believe
that this activism will disappear in the near future.”
Reading their book from the perspective of eight years later,
we can see that progressive activism against conservative
Christians will not only ‘not disappear’ but will continue to
grow stronger with every passing year.

I recommend this book to anyone interested in understanding
how we ‘got here from there.’ Nothing we are seeing in culture
today should surprise anyone with eyes to see and ears to
hear.
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Contents
1. The Culture War in the United States
2. D y n a m i c s o f S o c i a l M o v e m e n t s a n d C u l t u r a l
Progressives
3. Developing a Typology of Cultural Progressive Activists
4. Political Concerns and Cultural Progressive Activists
5. General Opposition to Religion in Cultural Progressive
Activists
6. Cultural Progressive Activists and Critics of Christianity
7. The Framing of Cultural Progressive Activism
8. Cultural Progressives in the Continuing Culture War
•

Appendix

•

Notes

•

Works Cited

•

Index
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Reviews
“Although there are many about the Christian Right, there
has been until now no good book that explores how
opposition to that movement among cultural progressives
helps to anchor the culture wars. What Motivates Cultural
Progressives? should be widely read by political scientists,
sociologists, and all who seek to understand cultural politics
in the United States.”―Clyde Wilcox, Department of
Government, Georgetown University

“George Yancey and David A. Williamson take the project
of studying secularists to a whole new level.”―Hunter
Baker, Associate Professor of Political Science, Union
University, Renewing Minds

What Motivates Cultural Progressives? Understanding
Opposition to the Political and Christian Right (Baylor
University Press, 2012, 279 pages).
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Thinking About Christian Apologetics: What It Is and Why We
Do It by James K. Beilby is a wonderful introductory book for
Christians interested in learning about the foundations of
Christian Apologetics.
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“In this book I discuss the nature and goals of apologetics,
different approaches to apologetics, objections to the idea or
practice of apologetics, and how apologetics should be done.
Too often, Christian apologists have either bypassed these
important issues or given them cursory treatment.” PREFACE
Dr. Beilby teaches at Bethel University in St. Paul, Minnesota
and has been there for almost 20 years. He is a Professor of
Biblical and Theological Studies and specializes in systematic
and philosophical theology, apologetics, and ethics.

I recommend Thinking About Christian Apologetics as one of
the first books budding apologists should read. Dr. Beilby
explains the foundation of apologetics in a clear and
methodical way that helps build the foundation for why
Christians use apologetics in accomplishing the goal Jesus
Christ gave us in making disciples of all nations.

“The goal of apologetics is to defend and commend the
truthfulness of Christian belief.” CHAPTER 1, P 20
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One of the challenges of Christian apologetics is to define it
and stay on track with that definition. Jesus said that He came
to earth to “seek and save that which was lost” (Luke 19:10).
Did Jesus stay on track to His primary goal? He did. What did
Jesus assign Christians to do with their lives?

•

make disciples of all nations

•

baptize them in the name of the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit

•

teach them to observe everything Jesus commanded us

Christian apologetics should be aligned with that assignment.
If we find ourselves drifting from that assignment, we need to
adjust our course.

“Boiled down to its essentials, therefore, those who engage
in Christian apologetics are defending and commending the
gospel of Jesus Christ and whatever theological concepts
are necessary to the gospel.” CHAPTER 1, P 20
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Dr. Beilby believes that success in Christian apologetics is
best understood as ‘faithfulness to Jesus Christ.’ I agree.

“First, what we say should accurately represent who Jesus
is, what he taught and, specifically, the good news he
brought to the world. Second, the way we do our
apologetics should augment our arguments, not detract
from them. We must defend Christ in a way that fits with
Christ’s message. Finally, we must be faithful to God’s
purposes in specific situations. In some cases, apologetics
appropriately and naturally leads to an offer for a person to
commit her life to Christ, but in the vast majority of cases,
our apologetic endeavors are a small step in a person’s
long and winding journey that one hopes will culminate in
relationship with Jesus Christ. Just as in 1 Corinthians 3:6
where the apostle Paul said, ‘I planted the seed, Apollos
watered it, but God made it grow,’ our responsibility is to be
faithful to our call in whatever situation God has placed us
and help our interlocutor move one more step toward
Christ, whether that step be merely acknowledging that not
all Christians are morons or committing his life to Christ. In
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other words, we must approach each apologetic situation
pneumatologically, acknowledging that the Holy Spirits has
preceded us and will work after we have left. Our task is to
discern what God requires of us in each situation.”
CHAPTER 1, P 23

As you will see in the Contents list below, Dr. Beilby
introduces us to Christian apologetics clearly and
methodically. I believe you will benefit greatly from reading
Thinking About Christian Apologetics and using it as a
reference as you follow God’s leading in your life and ministry.
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Contents
Preface
1. What Is Christian Apologetics?
2. Patristic and Medieval Apologetics
3. Modern and Contemporary Apologetics
4. Varieties of Apologetics
5. Philosophical Objections to Apologetics
6. Biblical and Theological Objections to Apologetics
7. Doing Apologetics Well
A Bibliography of Works on Christian Apologetics
Notes
Name and Subject Index

Dr. Beilby’s other books include Why Bother With Truth? (with
David Clark), Divine Foreknowledge: Four Views and The
Meaning of the Atonement: Four Views (both with Paul Eddy),
Naturalism Defeated?, For Faith and Clarity, and
Epistemology as Theology.
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Publisher’s Notes
“Most introductions to apologetics begin with the “how to” of
defending the faith, diving right into the major apologetic
arguments and the body of evidence. For those who want a
more foundational look at this contested theological
discipline, this book examines Christian apologetics in its
nature, history, approaches, objections and practice.

What is apologetics?

How has apologetics developed?

What are the basic apologetic approaches?

Why should we practice apologetics?

Countless Christians today are seeking a responsible way
to defend and commend their faith. If you are one them,
Thinking About Christian Apologetics is the place to start.”
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Reviews
“This is a wonderful book. It provides historical, conceptual
and philosophical understandings of apologetics without
ignoring the interpersonal aspects of sharing one’s faith and
the pastoral obligation to equip the church. Although he
concerns himself with some sophisticated arguments and
issues, Professor Beilby is remarkably clear and readable.”
Francis J. Beckwith, professor of philosophy and churchstate studies, Baylor University

“Jim Beilby’s volume is distinctive–it’s not your normal
apologetics textbook. As such, it is an excellent addition to
the growing study in this field. It makes numerous seldommade distinctions, is handy, and contains dozens of gems.
From a brief overview of the history of apologetics, to the
major varieties and methods, to answering various
objections, and even closing with a ‘how to’ chapter
containing a wealth of practical insights, this handbook
brings together under one cover a potpourri of items that
will not be found in any other text. I recommend it highly.”
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Gary R. Habermas, Distinguished Research Professor,
Liberty University Theological Seminary

“This is a terrific little book–and much needed. This isn’t a
book that does apologetics; this is a book about
apologetics. It answers all the important questions that
those who want to defend the faith need addressed. What
is apologetics? What is the biblical case? How did the field
develop? What are the various methods? And most
importantly, how can we effectively use apologetics to bring
people to faith and glorify God? Dr. Beilby nails it in this
splendid introduction. This is a must-read for anyone
entering the study of apologetics.” Craig J. Hazen, Ph.D.,
director of the MA program in Christian Apologetics, Biola
University
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“Finally–a balanced, readable, yet sufficiently nuanced
introduction to Christian apologetics! Beilby covers much
terrain as he ably summarizes the central themes and
assesses the relevant literature. A terrific textbook!” Paul
Copan, professor and Pledger Family Chair of Philosophy
and Ethics, Palm Beach Atlantic University

“This book deserves a place amongst the argument-heavy
apologetics texts currently in use.” Todd T.W. Daly, Ph.D.,
Ethics Medicine, Volume 29:2, Summer 2013

“This excellent book is practical and clear, appropriately
biblical and theological, suitably historical and
philosophical, and basic without being simplistic. Anyone
who aspires to understand the apologetics landscape and
to adopt an effective way to communicate with skeptics and
critics of Christianity will be helped by this book.” Glenn R.
Kreider, Bibliotheca Sacra, January-March 2013
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Thinking About Christian Apologetics: What It Is and Why We
Do It, IVP Academic, 2011, 214 pages
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